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iced than it is on the European side, where the Gulf Stream pushes
back the floes and thaws them. Open water and masses o£ floes
succeeded each other alternately, and for miles out the ice was
jammed against the shore.
When Riiser-Larsen got his four-o'clock shot at the sun on the
morning of May 13 (Norway time), we discovered that the ship
was holding a true south course practically on the meridian we had
chosen at the North Pole—twenty-one miles west of it. This was
magnificent navigation—blind flying for hours, having only the
oscillating magnetic compass for direction and only yesterday's
weather map on which to base estimates of drift. Moreover, Riiser-
Larsen was making no particular effort to keep on the meridian.
We were now aiming not at a particular point, such as the Pole,
but at a coast-line 700 miles long. Yet, though we did not know
it until later, our navigator brought the Norge in so close to Point
Barrow that we were actually sighted from that town, and the
government telegraph there sent out the first news that our expedi-
tion had crossed the Arctic.
At the time he made that observation, Riiser-Larsen, after averag-
ing our speed during the last eight hours, announced that we could
expect to see land soon after 6 ajn., ship's time. The wind, which
had started to blow from the south-east, was backing to the north-
east. Fog conditions had improved. As we approached the coast we
had several miles of visibility, the ship no longer gathered rime, and
the fusillade of ice against the keel had ceased. At 6.50 ajn. Riiser-
Larsen, who for some time had been studying the southern horizon
through his binoculars, sang out: "Land off the port bow!" He
had been observing it for several minutes, but wanted to make sure
before he spoke.
We all got out field-glasses and scanned the distance ahead. The
ship was now running above packed shore ice, and all that was to
be seen, thirty miles or more away, was a faint black line in the solid
sheet of white. The course was altered to the south-east, giving us a
rough, quartering head-wind, and it was an hour before we came
in. The black line proved to be a string of immense boulders on the
beach itself. Behind them the snow-laden coastal plain, flat and
almost as low as the shore ice, lost itself in fog.
We came over the beach at 7.50 a.m., Norway time, having made

